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CHAPTER 1

Reporting in
a Nutshell

REPORT WRITING HAS EVOLVED over the years as radically as the tools for software
development itself. Those of us who are a little older remember the days when
a central computer system would produce the formerly ubiquitous “green-bar”
reports. Large, continuous-feed data outputs were distributed by hand through-
out the organization by a clerk who carried these monstrosities to individual
managers. Mercifully, technology has evolved beyond all that so that now the
same report can be served up automatically, usually by e-mail or even wireless
transmission to a personal digital assistant (PDA). Moreover, the trend is toward
better “just in time” information (often in the form of exception or summary
reports instead of comprehensive ones) so that only those individuals who
require certain data receive it and those individuals can get timely “bites” of 
data instead of only large monthly or yearly reports.

Because information technology has evolved so rapidly over the past few
years, the definition of what constitutes a report has undergone a dramatic trans-
formation. Traditionally, reports were only thought of as something that printed
on paper. This definition has since become blurred as there are multiple ways
information can be disseminated throughout the enterprise. Today, paper reports
are largely used only as working copies to be carried to meetings or as written
notes or archives. Given the use of Web technology, e-mail, PDAs, and Adobe
Acrobat PDF files, paper has—mercifully for the environment—fallen to a tertiary
position as a means of conveying information.

Report development is often one of the last processes in developing an 
application when, practically speaking, it should be one of the first steps when
performing a system design. By starting with the reports and other data outputs
that are required, you can better determine what the inputs should be. In fact,
when all is said and done, if a data element that is used in the application is not
found on any of the reports, the need for that data element should be 
questioned.

Certain standards govern the format of reports. Text and date information,
for example, should be left justified in their respective columns along with their
column titles. Numeric amounts and their column titles, however, should be
right justified so that decimal points and digits line up. Margins can be adjusted
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as necessary given the amount of data you intend to print on a page, but remem-
ber that users may want to hold printed output in a binder, so take this into
consideration when sizing margins.

To make sure that no information is lost, it is judicious to evaluate whether
the page numbers should read “Page x of y”. Also, the phrase “End of Report”
should appear after the last row of data on the last page. For reports that contain
sensitive data, it is often a good practice to include a phrase on each page footer
to this effect: “The information contained in this report is internal corporate
information only and should not be distributed outside of the organization.”
Highly sensitive reports can be printed with the label “Copy x of y” so as to
account for all printed copies. Moreover, special paper can be used that will 
preclude photocopying the printed documents.

As a rule, users should be provided with the option to print a criteria page at
the beginning of each report that indicates the criteria used to filter the data con-
tained within it. If possible, these criteria can also appear on the first page of the
report before the data itself.

Report distribution has made huge leaps since the introduction of the
Internet and corporate intranets. Since many reports are built into applications
(compiled EXEs), a user would normally need a copy of that application installed
on his or her desktop in order to access the report. Now, the reporting functional-
ity can be completely Web-based. Using Web-based technology, the compara-
tively finite number of desktop users can still have access to report functionality,
while the often much larger number of Web users can access a Web-based 
application that will provide them with report criteria screens to allow them to
run and export reports.

Security

Of course, all these means of disseminating information bring with them numer-
ous security issues. While a comprehensive discussion of computer security is
beyond the scope of this book, a brief mention of report-and document-related
security issues is appropriate. There are different levels of security related to
report information. It could be simply that the ability to print certain reports is
available only to specified users. This fails, of course, when one of these users
sends a report to a shared printer to which anyone on the floor has access. I once
had a user print a list of salary and bonus information that was fortunately found
by the human resources director before any damage was done. It was the last
time that user ever made that mistake. It is difficult to employ any kind of secu-
rity measures on a computer system without incurring significant expense. All it
takes is one user to write their password on their keyboard and the most elabo-
rate security system is immediately compromised. One way to track who is being
careless is to create a log entry in an audit trail table every time a report is run.
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You can record what report was run, the criteria, at what date and time, by whom,
and on what machine. You could also print the ID of the user who ran the report
on all output so that when the salary report is carelessly left on a table in the
lunchroom you’ll know who to blame.

Another form of data access restriction is to allow multiple users permission
to run the same report but restrict the set of criteria. Thus, one user could run
a compensation report for Departments A, B, or C, whereas another user might
only be able to run it for Department B. Optionally, any user could be allowed to
run the report, but the Compensation column could be suppressed for those
users who don’t have authorization to view this information.

Some of the technology for securing documents lies in the forms upon which
they are printed. Checks are a common example. Most checks have numerous
security devices to deter fraud. First, they can be printed on paper that has vari-
ous color tones throughout the document as well as a distinctive watermark to
prevent photocopying. Then, the check amount is printed in several locations on
the check itself. I’ve even seen checks that have heat-sensitive logos on the
reverse side that will disappear for a few seconds when heat, say, from your
thumb, is applied to them. Taken together, these security devices may not com-
pletely prevent fraud, but they’ll at least make it very difficult for the culprits and
show that you’ve done due diligence.

Magnetic ink character recognition (MICR) allows you to print the entire
check—logo, check and account numbers, signature, etc.—directly on blank
paper rather than maintain preprinted check stock, which is easier to steal. In
this way there is no need to constantly void preprinted checks that are destroyed
in printing.

Security threads are polyester or plastic bands embedded into paper just
beneath the surface. The new U.S. currency employs this device as an anticoun-
terfeiting measure. Security threads restrict visibility in reflected light while
permitting visibility in transmitted light. They offer protection against photo-
copying, as copiers see documents only in reflected light. Also, the presence of
threads in a document provides for easy authentication. You can obtain more
information on the different products and techniques for document security
from your forms manufacturer.

Aesthetics

Effective report presentation requires also that you consider your audience’s
background. Many of my clients are investment banking and pharmaceutical
companies. While there is certainly a remarkable difference in the corporate cul-
tures between the two industries, there is also a vast difference in the average age
of the staff. The majority of the users at the investment banking firms are under
35, whereas the opposite is true of the pharmaceutical clients. This age difference
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manifests itself in the way reports are produced. Younger people can generally
see reports printed in a smaller font and in fact often prefer it as there is more
information printed on one page. Older people have a much harder time viewing
this information, and the font size for your reports needs to reflect this.

Font size can also come into play when there is a significant need to conserve
paper. I have a client who is a reseller of telecommunication service. His company
works on a multilevel marketing model. A person becomes a dealer in the organi-
zation and recruits other people as dealers, who in turn recruit others, and so on.
Dealers receive commissions from their sales as well as the sales of all the dealers
in their sales organization. Because telecommunication sales is such a high-
volume, low-margin industry, cost efficiency is a far more sensitive issue than it is
in many other industries, and this sensitivity affects reporting. Each month, com-
mission reports need to be mailed to individual dealers, along with a statement of
which dealers in the downline produced what sales. Since some of these com-
mission reports run to several pages, and anything more than four 81/2�11 sheets
in an envelope will push the letter into the next postage bracket, it behooves the
client to cram as much information as possible onto one sheet of paper. The result
is a commission report that uses a 6-point Arial font with a line spacing of .75,
meaning that the space between printed lines is 75 percent of the spacing
required by a printed line. The result looks something like this:

Name   Sales   Comm. Bonus   Total

John Smith   100.00   10.00   4.00   14.00

Jane Jones   200.00   20.00   8.00   28.00

Naturally, this is not an easy read without the use of a ruler and a magnifying
glass. But, since the reports were printed duplex (note that not all printers sup-
port duplexing), that is, printed on both sides of the paper, a lot of paper was
saved and only rarely did the letter get pushed into the next postage level. Most
importantly, the client was happy.

Such exacting requirements for report presentation are normally not an over-
riding issue for most business reports. Presenting data in a clear and organized
way, usually some form of a table structure, is all that is required (although I do
have clients who have an official font that is used for all their reports, documents,
and correspondence so as to create a more uniform look for the firm as a whole).
Be careful about using too many different fonts in a report, as this could cause
memory overflow errors on older printers (of course, so could too many graph-
ics). Variations in the bold and size attributes of the same font are most
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appropriate to highlight important areas of the report. The right font can make
all the difference in building an effective report presentation. Font selection can
be so important that many books have a paragraph in the front matter describing
the font used to print the pages within. Serif fonts are the most popular fonts to
use for printed reports, but sans serif fonts such as Arial are preferred for screen
viewing. Serif fonts have small lines at the top and bottom of the characters that
research has proven makes text easier to read. Sans serif fonts do not have these
lines (“sans” is simply French for “without”). Take a look at these examples:

This is a serif font.
This is a sans serif font.

Examine your favorite books, magazines, and newspapers, and you’ll see that
as a rule they use serif fonts. When viewing reports on a computer screen, how-
ever, studies have shown that sans serif fonts are easier to read than serif fonts.
Because Arial is a sans serif font, it is often used for screen displays. Since most
reports are viewed on screen and not printed, Arial may be your best bet for font
selection.

You can make the layout easier to read by shading alternate rows of data on
reports, especially those that print landscape, and most especially those that
print landscape on legal-size paper. Though alternating shading is especially
good when reading rows of figures and distinguishing between lines with similar
kinds of data, consider that the report may be put through a fax machine. If this is
the case, you may need to rethink shading, or at least use a very light shade, as
shaded text often can’t be read on a fax. When you design a report to print for
legal-size paper, you need to consider that the user may or may not have an
ample supply of legal-size paper available. While legal-size paper can typically 
be fed into a printer via the manual feed, this method usually only allows a small
number of sheets at a time. If you expect the report to print a large number of
pages, recommend that the client obtain a legal-size paper bin. Also, before
printing the report, display a message box reminding the user that legal-size
paper is required in order for the report to print.

Some reports require a far greater level of fine-tuning. I have a client who
develops financial sales software that produces printed sales presentations. The
reports for this project were the most complex and involved of any I have ever
done. There are a number of forces at play here. First, each phrase, word, and
even punctuation mark had to be carefully crafted by the legal department in
order to meet regulatory compliance requirements. Then, the marketing depart-
ment had to be satisfied that it was an effective sales tool. Finally, I had the issue
of making sure that the reports were simple to understand for both the financial
clients as well as the sales reps because as my client politely tells me, “Carl,
they’re idiots.”
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International Considerations

If you plan to deliver your applications outside the United States, there is one
very important issue you must consider. The United States is one of the few
countries that uses letter-size paper (81/2�11). Almost everyone else uses A4
paper, which is a bit longer and a bit narrower than letter-size, specifically
8.27�11.69 inches. (The staff at my client’s European offices are only mildly
amused when I refer to “regular” paper and “foreign” paper.) If you don’t take 
this width difference into consideration, then your data will print off the right
side of the page.

You can determine the paper size setting of the currently selected printer via
the Visual Basic Printer object. Simply querying the PaperSize property as follows

iPaperSize = Printer.PaperSize

will return a constant value indicating the paper size setting for the currently
selected printer. You can find a list of all the different PaperSize settings in the
Visual Basic documentation.

The Windows Regional Settings, known as Regional Options in Windows 2000
and later, are important for determining the formatting of dates, times, decimals,
currency, days of the week, and months of the year. Dates are probably the great-
est area of confusion. Many countries use the dd/mm/yyyy format, while the
United States uses the mm/dd/yyyy style. In China and some Asian countries,
dates appear as yyyy/mm/dd. Therefore, if a date on a report reads 04/01/02, you
cannot be certain if it is referring to January 4, 2002, or April 1, 2002. To eliminate
all confusion without consuming much extra space, I usually write the date as 
04-Jan-2002 on all reports that are used internationally.

Any of the Windows Regional Settings are only an API call away. The
GetLocaleInfo API function, shown in Listing 1-1, receives a hexadecimal value as
a parameter. This value equates to the setting you wish to retrieve.

Listing 1-1. GetLocaleInfo API Syntax

Function LocaleInfo(lDataNeeded As Long) As String

Dim cBuffer As String

Dim lResult As Long

Dim iBuffer As Integer

iBuffer = 255

cBuffer = String$(iBuffer - 1, 0)

lResult = GetLocaleInfo(LOCALE_USER_DEFAULT, lDataNeeded, _

cBuffer, iBuffer)
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If lResult <> 0 Then

LocaleInfo = Left$(cBuffer, lResult - 1)

End If

End Function

The book’s downloadable source code, which is available at the Apress Web
site (http://www.apress.com), has a list of the Regional Settings values expressed
as an enumerator. The example shown in Listing 1-2 illustrates what some of the
values are.

Listing 1-2. Some of the Valuable Data Returned by GetLocaleInfo

Dim cSettings As String

cSettings = “Abbrev. Country: “ & _

LocaleInfo(Locale.AbbrevCountry) & vbCrLf

cSettings = cSettings & “Country: “ & _

LocaleInfo(Locale.CountryEnglish) & vbCrLf

cSettings = cSettings & “Currency Decimal Separator: “ & _

LocaleInfo(Locale.CurrDecimalSep) & vbCrLf

cSettings = cSettings & “Language: “ & _

LocaleInfo(Locale.Language) & vbCrLf

cSettings = cSettings & “Currency Symbol: “ & _

LocaleInfo(Locale.IntlCurrencySymbol) & vbCrLf

cSettings = cSettings & “Long Date: “ & _

LocaleInfo(Locale.LongDateFormat) & vbCrLf

cSettings = cSettings & “Short Date: “ & _

LocaleInfo(Locale.ShortDateFormat) & vbCrLf

cSettings = cSettings & “Time Format: “ & _

LocaleInfo(Locale.TimeFormat) & vbCrLf

cSettings = cSettings & “First Day of week: “ & _

LocaleInfo(Locale.DayName1)

MsgBox cSettings

7
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This code produces the message box depicted in Figure 1-1.

If you open the Regional Settings dialog box under the Control Panel and
change the settings to Germany, you’ll see the message box shown in Figure 1-2.

Of course, you are in no way bound to use the regional settings. Most 
applications—both in-house and off-the-shelf—have (or at least should have)
a security module that manages the names of authorized users and their access
levels. This same module can also assign a regional setting as well. The regional
setting can refer to a collection of predefined settings—either user-defined or
hard-coded—that specify the date format, currency format, etc., regardless of the
regional settings specified through the Control Panel. However, if your New York
user logs on to a workstation during his trip to the London office, he’ll get an
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“Insert Letter Size” printer error when he tries to print a report to a printer that is
expecting A4.

Report Design

The design stage of any application is the most crucial part of the software devel-
opment process. My experience has been that almost all projects that go over
budget are the result of poor planning, or worse, the complete absence of it.
I have had several clients give me a rough idea of their projects and then tell me
to begin programming. I would sit at a desk next to a client and work. During the
workday the client would tell me to add this or that feature as often as he or she
had new and sudden insights about the application. As a junior programmer,
I accepted this from clients. As an experienced professional, I no longer tolerate
it, although I still see this practice throughout the corporate world. (Note to my
clients reading this book: You know if you’re a past offender, so take time out now
to feel guilty and then continue reading.)

Creating a Report Specification

The principles discussed here for report design apply as well to the remainder 
of your application. Screens, logic and workflow, business rules, and database
design all need to be prototyped and documented so that the client and the
developers understand the mission and objective. Since this book focuses on
reports, that is what this design section will focus on.

Report design is often a balancing act of having either too much or not
enough information. You have only so much room on a page and a limited
amount of time to read it. Therefore, you want to display no less, but no more,
than is necessary. First, you’ll need to specify the objective of the report. Is it pri-
marily a summary or a detail? Then determine what columns from what tables
will provide the data. This type of design needs to be done working closely with
the client. My experience has been that clients have a better understanding of the
reports they want from the system than they do of any other feature of the appli-
cation. Once the purpose and fields have been determined, you can use a tool
like Microsoft Word or Excel to lay out the structure of the report. (I personally
find Excel easier to work with.) Figure 1-3 illustrates an example of what this lay-
out may look like, using the same fonts and attribute settings that will appear in
the final product.
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Figure 1-3. Report layout

Sales by Group Report

GROUP PRODUCT ON HAND QTY SOLD SALE AMOUNT

Group 1 Product 1 4 6 300

Product 2 3 4 500

Product 3 6 2 200

Group 1 Totals 13 12 1000

Group 2 Product 5 7 9 600

Product 6 7 4 800

Product 8 11 5 500

Group 2 Totals 25 18 1900

Grand Totals 38 30 2900

This layout takes about 5 minutes to create and clearly illustrates to the client
exactly how the report will appear. Populating it with sample data is a helpful
technique and is better than simply listing the fields or a straight description of
the layout. Use paper of the same size as is intended for the final report, even if
this means attaching legal-size paper to your specification document. Try to take
a what-you-see-is-what-you-get (WYSIWYG) approach and keep all the fonts and
font attributes the same as in the final output. Don’t make clients use their imagi-
nation.

Anticipate client needs by suggesting summary levels that they may not be
thinking about. Do they require averages as well as subtotals? Would the report
be too difficult to read if there were too many subtotal groupings? Do they want
certain parts boldfaced, italicized, or underlined? Are graphs needed? I once used
a strikethrough attribute on an employee recruitment report so the client could
easily see cancelled interviews. Mention drilldowns to clients, that is, paths to 
get from summary information to detail information. This can occur by having
“interactive” reports on a Web page that allow you to click a summarized figure or
a bar on a graph to open another report that breaks down detail. These are very
intuitive to managers and often elicit “oohs” and “aahs.”

The next step in the design process is to create a list of the criteria for the
report. I generally recommend being generous in this area as you can’t really have
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too many criteria unless the users would literally be confused by the sheer num-
ber of them. For each criteria you’ll need to know if the user can select one or
many options, a date range, yes/no options, and different sorting options. Also,
you’ll need to indicate if certain criteria are mandatory in order to run the report.
For example, the criteria description of the Sales by Group Report shown in
Figure 1-3 may be

• Sale date from-to range (mandatory)

• Group (one or multiple)

• Product (one or multiple)

• Include discontinued products? Yes/No

• Sort options: On hand, Quantity Sold, Sale Amount

Generally, date criteria should be expressed as a range. If the user only needs
one day’s worth of information, the “from” and “to” dates are set to the same
value. The option of selecting one or multiple criteria, as in the case of the group
or product, is expressed in the user interface as a combo box or a multiselect list
box, respectively. Finally, the Yes/No options, such as whether or not to include
discontinued products in the sales summary, can be expressed with a check box.
Sort options belong in a combo box as there is usually only one sort option per
report, unless you really need to allow primary, secondary, or even tertiary sorts.
When multiple sort options are necessary, you may wish to consider adding
Ascending/Descending options next to each sort selection. Often what the client
thinks of as a distinct report is simply the same report sorted a different way.
Chapter 3 completely explains the technical implementation of these criteria
screens.

Report headers are another design element the client needs to approve.
Generally, headers will display the name of the company (and, optionally, the
company logo), the date and time the report is run, and the page number.
Normally, the title of the report is displayed in a larger font in the center. You may
wish to display the name of the user who ran the report or even a disclaimer stat-
ing that the material included within the report is confidential. Report headers
should be consistent across all reports in an application. How critical it is to agree
upon report headers at the beginning of the process depends in large part on the
report development tool you are using. Crystal Reports, for example, has no easy
way of centralizing headers in one location such that a change in one is reflected
in all reports. If you are using VS-View or Preview for .NET, report headers can be
centralized in one function call that will enable you to change them as needed.

11
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Make sure the report specs are made available to everyone who could possi-
bly have a comment on their final appearance and data composition. Any
changes can be discussed at meetings without you, the developer, present. Let
the clients fight it out amongst themselves. Doing so will keep you largely insu-
lated from the often excruciating debates as to how data should be organized and
presented. In addition, by involving users and management at all levels who wish
to participate, no one can truthfully say “I was never consulted” when they end
up with a product that isn’t exactly what they want. A technically savvy product
or project manager, if not the developer, should be at meetings to handle imme-
diate questions about the technical feasibility of including certain data items and
explaining and clarifying often complex relationships between data items. Failing
to capture these requirements early on can cause distorted user expectations and
ill will between development teams and customers.

Generally, tables that support the various data entry screens in the appli-
cation need some facility to print out their contents. Since many of these tables
consist of simply a primary key value and a verbal description, a generic print
routine is easy to create. Usually these dictionary prints don’t even warrant the
entry of filter criteria. Other dictionaries are either more complicated and require
customization or have a rather large number of records, at which point a criteria
screen may be appropriate. These criteria should be discussed with the client
during the design stage.

Report aesthetics are also an important topic for discussion. Are there times
when color would be appropriate in the report? If so, there are two things to con-
sider. First, color printers are not yet ubiquitous and you cannot depend on one
always being available. PDF and Excel files, however, handle color easily, and if
your report will largely be disseminated in one of these formats, you are in good
shape. The second issue is that of color blindness. About eight percent of men
and one half of one percent of women have some type of color-deficient vision.
The genes that affect color deficiency belong to the X chromosome, hence the
preponderance of male color blindness. Therefore, that sharp-looking grand total
of red letters on a green background may be completely invisible to some of your
users. For a complete explanation of the various issues regarding color defi-
ciency, see the article “Can Color-Blind Users See Your Site?” at
http://msdn.microsoft.com.

Export Options

Export options are another point to be decided upon. Normally, reports should
print directly to the screen, that is, in “Print Preview,” and from there the client
has the option to send the data to the printer or export the data to Excel, ASCII,
HTML, or Adobe Acrobat. You could also offer the option of exporting to an
Access database. Find out if there are any special report export requirements. 
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Of course, the report itself could be entirely an export process. Several of my
clients have asked me for reports that present a criteria screen and then simply
export the results to Excel. They have no interest at all in printed output.

Preprinted Forms

Oftentimes you may need to print a report on a preprinted form, like an IRS 1040
or a W-2. If this is the case, you should examine whether the application really
needs to print specific pieces of data at specific locations on the preprinted page,
or simply reprint the entire form itself on blank paper. I have a client who was
once spending $7,000 per year on preprinted forms. When I showed him that the
same result could be achieved if he performed a mail-merge with a document
composed in Microsoft Word, he was naturally elated at the annual savings.
Moreover, he now has the flexibility of being able to change the document at will.

High-Volume Printing

High-volume printing raises issues that must be examined for cost efficiency.
I have a client who is a New Jersey councilman who printed his constituent
reports on an ink-jet printer. Ink-jet printers are relatively cheap, and a decent
one can be purchased for about $100. The hidden costs here are the ink 
cartridges. With cartridges costing about $40 each, you don’t want to do 
high-volume printing on an ink-jet printer. In fact, ink-jet printers are loss lead-
ers for the printer industry, as the real profits are in the replacement ink
cartridges. Since they are used up at a much faster rate than laser toner cartridges
that cost twice as much, you’ll end up spending more on ink-jet replacements
than you will on toner. There are companies that also sell recycled toner car-
tridges at a sizable discount compared to new cartridges. In addition to this,
ink-jet printers operate at only a fraction of the speed of laser printers. When my
client indicated he wanted to print an annual newsletter to send to his 5,000 con-
stituents, I recommended a laser printer. He now prints the text of the newsletter
and merges the addresses as well.

Mass mailing can be a science unto itself. If your client needs do customized
high-volume mailing pieces—for example, a monthly telephone bill as opposed
to a supermarket circular where every recipient receives the same one—you may
wish to examine an automated mailing solution. I have another long distance
reseller client who sent thousands of telephone bills every month. The billing
software creates print images of the bills and sends them to a Pitney Bowes
machine that prints the bill, folds it, places it into a postage-paid window enve-
lope, and seals it. Machines such as those sold by Pitney-Bowes are designed
specifically for this type of high-volume mailing, and the staff are experts on how
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to sort and organize the letters to achieve the maximum bulk rate postage. If you
have a requirement for customized high-volume mailing, examine the product
solutions at http://www.pb.com.

If your volume of mail is so great that it cannot be realistically done in house,
consider the services of a bulk mailing company. These firms have the computers
and printing equipment to print millions of documents and mail them within
a few days. Mailing firms are large, high-volume facilities, some of which print
and mail several hundred million documents per year. You can use your software
to produce print images according to specifications given to you by the mailing
company and then e-mail the data to their facility. Optionally, you can simply
give them the raw data, and they will create the print routines for you. Depending
on cost, you can work out with them where your work will leave off and theirs will
begin. Because it doesn’t matter where the mailing company is located, you can
contract with virtually any one in the country to obtain the most reasonable
rates. Consider this option carefully—you could very easily become over-
whelmed with printing and mailing tasks in a high-volume environment.

External Data

You’ll need to make sure you can access all the data necessary for your report.
A client may want to display sales figures by zip code and then match the zip
code to a sales rep roster that you are not maintaining in your application’s data-
base. You then need to contact the folks who are the keepers of the sales rep
roster and see about joining your tables with theirs or possibly inquire about an
export from their system and an import into yours. Be careful here. The machi-
nations you may need to undertake to satisfy a client’s seemingly simple request
to display sales rep names via a zip code join could add a day or two to the proj-
ect. Also, going forward you are at the mercy of the owners of the source system.
They may change their data structures without warning you, and you’ll then need
to scramble to adjust your applications to handle the change. I have had this
happen to me on several occasions.

Legal Issues

One often overlooked area of report design is the legal implications of system
output. Usually, data that is intended for internal corporate use is not an issue.
Output that is intended for use external to the organization can often bring with
it significant legal liability. As a rule, every report, certificate, fax, statement, or
letter that is intended for use outside the organization should be passed by legal
counsel for approval. Seemingly innocuous documents may have enormous legal
ramifications, and these ramifications may be different from industry to industry.
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For example, one of the first systems I ever built was a target market mailing sys-
tem for the sales agents of a leading U.S. insurance company. A sales agent would
buy a list of names, and my system would merge these names with a marketing
letter. As I made the system more flexible, I allowed the users to create their own
letters. They gladly did so without ever consulting with in-house legal counsel.
There were no safeguards in place preventing an agent from sending out a letter
promising, say, a guaranteed 20 percent return on a particular product. In the
past, courts have ruled that such statements are binding on the company who
issued them.

Documents as simple as account statements or even invoices can be poten-
tial traps for legal liability. Alert counsel to the format of these documents and
exactly what information they contain. Counsel may create a disclaimer that
accompanies the text of the document as a safeguard. Even these disclaimers
have potential pitfalls, as some states do not recognize this proverbial “fine print”
if the print is, literally, too fine. This means by law that if the font is too small, the
courts will disregard the existence of the text as having been too small for some-
one to reasonably read.

Copyright is also a property right that must be guarded. The summarization
of even publicly available data has long been held to be copyrightable. Therefore,
a company like Dun & Bradstreet, which compiles business information on mil-
lions of business entities worldwide, has an intellectual property interest in the
data it has collected and in the unique way it presents it. Therefore, it is necessary
for any reports that may present this data to individuals outside the organization
to affix a copyright notice declaring the information in the report to be 
proprietary. Absence of a copyright notice can make prosecuting a case for
infringement difficult to impossible, as it is incumbent on the copyright owner to
make a clear and visible declaration of ownership.

A good rule of thumb is to contact corporate counsel before distributing any
information to the outside. The attorneys (and your client) will be impressed by
your foresight on these legal issues and will appreciate the fact that you con-
sulted them.

Availability and Distribution

The final design issue is to determine who needs to run the reports. Traditionally
there is a Report option on the main menu of desktop-based applications from
which criteria screens are launched and reports printed, displayed, and exported.
While there may be only 20 users of your application, there may be 100 users of
the reports. This is where hybrid application development comes into play. The
past few years have seen an explosion in the development of applications for the
Web, and the future will offer more opportunities as ASP.NET takes root. There-
fore, it may make sense to select some or all of the reports that are needed by
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users who are not users of the application itself and create them as Web reports.
Chapter 9 explains this process in more detail.

The Web is no longer the only way to make reports available to the masses.
As PDAs become more prevalent, more users will want to access their data
remotely via a wireless connection to the server. Due to the current state of PDA
and wireless technology, you’ll need to deal with a number of limitations when
allowing reports to be transmitted to a PDA. Because of the slow connection
speed, you’ll need to limit the amount of data you can transmit between the
server and the PDA. Note that this speed problem occurs with wireless modems.
People using PDAs with wireless LAN cards enjoy speeds above 10 mbps. This will
affect the way you design your reports, especially the HTML exports that PDA
devices often use. Chapters 10 and 11 explain these concerns in more detail.

In many instances, users are more interested in receiving reports on a regular
basis than they are in running them individually. This is known as the “push” ver-
sus “pull” approach. One of my clients has a personnel headcount report that
lists the incoming, outgoing, and current employees and temps working in their
respective groups. The managing director calls this the “Warm Cushion” report,
as it tracks the number of warm cushions, or occupied seats, in the organization.
The definitions of these groups are maintained in an organizational hierarchy
table. Each Friday, an unattended process is run that loops through the names of
each manager, determines what departments ultimately report to him or her, and
then produces a report for those departments as a PDF file that is then automati-
cally e-mailed to the manager for review. Chapter 7 explains how to use the VBA
interface of such e-mail packages as Outlook and Lotus Notes to send these files.

Report Servers

Report servers are machines and software dedicated to the purpose of running
reports. The decision as to whether or not you’ll need a report server is the same
as whether or not you’ll need a fax server. If your automated reporting require-
ments are so great that they would interfere with an individual workstation user’s
productivity, then a dedicated machine needs to be considered.
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We’ll take a look at a report server developed by AR Consulting, Inc.
(http://www.arconsultinginc.com/rptsvr) to explain how a report server oper-
ates. A workstation connects to an ASP page on a Web server and indicates what
report should be run and with what criteria. An example of this criteria screen is
shown in Figure 1-4.
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This information is then appended to a table in the application’s database
located on a report server machine. It is this database that serves as the report
queue. A report server–based ActiveX EXE continually monitors this queue and
runs the requested report.

Report servers are often used to store a queue of those reports that need to
run on a periodic basis. For example, a user may wish to request that the Sales by
Product report be run every Friday at 3:00 p.m. and contain the previous week’s
sales data for a particular department. The report server will record the preferred
method of delivery of this report—printed to a specified printer, PDF dump to
a particular subdirectory, Excel spreadsheet e-mailed to a specified e-mail
address, or published on the server in a variety of formats. At the specified time
and date, the server will produce the report automatically and deliver it as
requested, up through the expiration date of the report.

Most users request that the report, which can consist of a PDF, Excel, Word,
or PowerPoint file, be stored on the server for later retrieval (see Figure 1-5).
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Figure 1-5. List of published reports
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One of the great benefits of publishing reports to the server is that individual
users don’t need to run the same report from different workstations, wasting their
time and putting an increased load on the server. Moreover, since users can view
reports in the requested format, such as Excel XLS or Adobe PDF, these users can
save them to their local hard disk using Microsoft Excel or Acrobat and take them
on the road.

Security features allow the report owner to make the file available only to the
user who requested it, a specific workgroup, or to all users. Since the queue is
never erased, a log is kept of who ran what report, when, and with what criteria.
Each report has an expiration period after which it will disappear from the list.
The report queue itself stores the start and end times of each individual report
job so that the system administrator might determine if jobs are taking too long
and more memory or processors may be required. Several factors affect the
length of time needed to generate a report, including the database server, data-
base design, indexing, and performance tuning; the physical RAM and hardware
performance characteristics of a server, such as RAID; and other loads on the
server, if it’s not a dedicated report server.

Conclusion

Proper report design is fundamental to the success of any application. Once
you’ve completed your due diligences in selecting the reporting tools and pre-
senting the layout and criteria options to the client, then you’ve paved the way
for the actual development of the report.
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